What if...

You could support the delivery of high quality, affordable care with solutions designed to manage a healthcare organization’s most vital resources: people, supplies, clinical data, and financial assets?

You could deploy a ready-to-run solution with 10 years of experience in the cloud that was built specifically for healthcare providers—all for a low total cost of ownership?

You could say goodbye to expensive servers and hardware, and redirect support staff to more strategic activities?

Your system was designed to support multi-facility operations and expansion through mergers and acquisitions that added clinics and convenient ambulatory sites?
Deliver high quality, affordable care with Infor CloudSuite Healthcare

Healthcare executives like you are challenged with implementing changes from healthcare reform, adapting to value-based reimbursement, and bending the cost curve. At the same time, you are expected to maintain a high level of patient satisfaction and deliver quality outcomes.

Your operational and administrative systems need to support your expanded responsibilities by transforming traditional financial, supply chain, and human capital business processes and arming decision makers with sound, insightful data. The system you use today should have the power to take you into the future, while ensuring that your departments and facilities run efficiently and effectively. But finding a way to modernize your healthcare organization quickly, easily, and cost-effectively hasn’t been an easy thing to do—until now.

Meet Infor CloudSuite™ Healthcare, a ready-to-run cloud solution built specifically to meet the needs of healthcare organizations that require proven solutions in financial management, supply chain management, and human capital management.
Focus on quality, affordable healthcare

Organizations must address increasing challenges with enterprise solutions that allow them to quickly respond to changing needs, operate leaner, and comply with complex regulations and requirements. Cloud enablement is no longer an “if.” It’s now a given when it comes to planning for the future.

Consider the facts:

Infor CloudSuite Healthcare currently serves more than 100 healthcare organizations and 1 million subscribers in the US.

Healthcare CEOs recognize that the cloud offers more than data sharing and infrastructure savings. They believe it can solve an age-old problem of connecting stakeholders, and move healthcare toward a streamlined delivery model.¹

Today, 80% of CIOs get at least some of their infrastructure delivered through private clouds.²

---

² September 5, 2013, StateTech Magazine
Infor CloudSuite Healthcare:
How it helps you deliver quality, affordable care

Yes, there are other cloud-delivered ERP systems in the market, but Infor CloudSuite Healthcare delivers a single offering that is:

**Comprehensive**: Our healthcare suite covers virtually every aspect of your organization, from attracting and retaining talent and closing the books to managing your complex supply chain.

**Secure**: Your data will be managed by professional, experienced providers and hosted in one of the most reliable, secure cloud environments available today.

**Proven**: Our industry-specific business solutions are used by thousands of customers worldwide.

**Beautiful**: We’ve worked hard to create a user experience that people love and that helps you work more efficiently.

**Healthcare-specific**: We’ve pre-packaged and seamlessly integrated a suite of solutions the industry has come to recognize as #1 in managing all aspects of a healthcare organization’s administrative and operational business processes.

**Collaborative**: Our solutions make it easy to share information between facilities and add new sites, if your healthcare organization has strategic plans to grow.

**Mature**: Infor has been delivering enterprise software for over 30 years, including 10 years delivering cloud-enabled applications.
Modernize, simplify, and save

Infor CloudSuite Healthcare is built specifically to meet the needs of healthcare providers, and includes the highly flexible, robust functionality we already offer on-premise:

- A unified solution for financial management, human capital management, supply chain management, business intelligence, and analytics
- Flexibility to support asset management and performance management; budgeting and planning; warehousing and logistics; clinical messaging; health information exchange; continuous monitoring; expense management; onboarding and off-boarding; HR case management; and learning management
- Support for healthcare-specific business processes, including:
  - Tracking and validating clinical competencies and job-specific performance reviews in support of The Joint Commission standards
  - Grant management
  - Coordination of FDA recalls
  - Mobile supply chain management
  - Utilization recording
  - Patient charge documentation
  - Patient-floor supply reordering
- Integrated tools for collaboration within and across departments
- Embedded analytics with advanced reporting functionality
- Workflows, alerts, and role-based dashboards to boost productivity
- The ability to capture and analyze project costs to stay on budget
- Next generation technology, including an elegant interface that's easy to use, reducing training time
“Through Infor cloud services, we are able to improve our Infor Lawson system performance, reliability, and security, while lowering total cost of ownership.”

Billings Clinic
Infor CloudSuite Healthcare is a cloud-enabled, agile, secure, and highly flexible hosting platform that is currently serving 100 healthcare organizations and 1 million subscribers in the US. With deployment of Infor CloudSuite Healthcare, you can:

**Reduce your total cost of ownership**
Because data is no longer stored on-site, you can say goodbye to expensive servers and hardware, and redirect support personnel to more strategic activities.

**Ensure security and reliability**
With data managed by professional, experienced providers, you benefit from best-practice protocols in application, network, physical, and operations security, as well as comprehensive monitoring.

**Improve performance**
Automatic upgrades ensure up-to-date, optimized solutions with scalable processing to respond to changing environments.

**Support multi-facility operations**
The solution provides real-time data that is accessible anytime, anywhere and that easily expands to accommodate the addition of new facilities or clinics.

**Capitalize on Infor innovation**
Transform and optimize your business processes with the most complete and proven healthcare-specific solutions, while enhancing your productivity with best-in-class mobile, collaboration, and analytics technologies.

**Realize a speedier time to value**
Unlike legacy administrative and operational system launches, cloud deployments can be completed in weeks or months—not years.
Take a closer look

Infor CloudSuite Healthcare keeps your business running with maximum efficiency, so you can focus on delivering quality, safe, affordable care.

**Financial management**
Take control of financial operations to control costs and manage margins.

Improve transparency with advanced analytics. Consolidate data from disparate sources, reconcile for period-end closings, and benefit from increased visibility into activities that impact finances across the enterprise.

**Supply chain**
Fully automate the procure-to-pay process.

Spend less time on administration and more time on securing reliable suppliers, negotiating competitive pricing, and driving sustainable cost savings.

**Enterprise performance management**

Streamline and improve the effectiveness of your strategic management, planning and budgeting, forecasting, financial consolidation, and reporting processes to better predict future outcomes.

**Human capital management**
Achieve a greater return on your workforce investment.

Attract and retain key talent to reduce turnover costs. Develop employees to improve patient outcomes. Align and measure to drive organizational performance. Streamline administrative functions to free HR staff for more strategic activities.

**Enterprise asset management**
Take control of your assets.

Streamline all the tactics of capital asset life cycle management, including work order management, inventory control, preventive maintenance, parts management, contract and warranty management, resource scheduling, and regulatory reporting to improve safety, and save time and money.

**Analytics for healthcare**
Improve performance with actionable tools.

Identify your operational performance hot spots and help address your most pressing questions about supply chain, labor and staffing, financials, and business operations to move beyond data sharing and analysis to improved performance.
With Infor CloudSuite Healthcare, you’ll get a complete, scalable, proven suite of solutions designed specifically to help healthcare organizations deliver quality, safe, affordable care.

To learn more, visit:

go.infor.com/cloudsuite-healthcare